
Extreme Mag - transparent fall resistant cover for up to 3 metres
SKU: TEEXMAGIP1561PT

The perfect reinforced cover to protect your iPhone 15 Pro

LIGHTWEIGHT, TRANSPARENT AND ULTRA RESISTANT
The Extreme Mag cover is perfect for protecting iPhone 15 Pro from bumps and scratches. It wraps around your smartphone
perfectly without making it look bulky, and with its  transparent design, you won't even notice it's there. The materials with
which it is made (TPU and PC) make the Extreme Mag cover an excellent combination of resistance and lightness .
The camera area is also protected but at the same time ensuring that photos and videos are always created smoothly through
the rear holes.

THE MAGNETIC ATTACHMENT IS COMPATIBLE WITH MAGSAFE CHARGING
The practical magnetic attachment, compatible with MagSafe charging,  means you can use all your accessories that are
suitable for this type of charging without removing the case. When a MagSafe* charger is positioned by the white symbol, it
will attach magnetically and charge your phone.

IT HAS PASSED DROP TESTS FROM A HEIGHT OF UP TO 3 METRES
The cover Extreme Mag has passed specific tests that have certified its resistance to falls from a height of up to 3 metres .
The particular reinforced edges, in fact, cushion the blow distributing it throughout the cover.
The edges also cover the side buttons  offering complete protection for your phone without making it less practical to use.

*Magsafe charger not included

KEY FEATURES:

magnetic attachment that allows charging with MagSafe accessories without removing the case
reinforced edges



certified by drop tests from a height of up to 3 metres
material: TPU+PC
camera hole



Extreme Mag - transparent fall resistant cover for up to 3 metres
SKU: TEEXMAGIP1561PT

Technical data
Color: transparent  
EAN: 8018417449208  
SKU: TEEXMAGIP1561PT  
Weight: 20 g  
Material: PC + TPU  
Other features: MagSafe technology compatible  

Logistics data
Amount Inner: 1  
Amount Master: 1  
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